MIWP meeting in RIO De Janeiro 13 October 2018 h. 13-15,15
Partecipants: Sara Landini (Italy), Peggy Sharon (Israel), Giacomo Pongelli (Italy), Silva Washington (Brazil),
Bruno Carneiro (Brazil), Jessica Maiara Danni (Brazil), Armando Fernandes Castro Yegros (Brazil) Taisto Hujala
(Finland), Chris Rod (Australia), Rodrigo Puertoko (Argentina), Darcio Josè Da mota (Brazil), Rodrigo Carleo
Moraes (Brazil), Jones Joar (Brazil), Roberto Raimundo (Brazil), Alessandro Berni (Brazil), Renato Barcellos
(Brazil), Priscilla Oshiro (Brazil), Jhonatan Gomez Pera (Brazil), Shana Gularte (Brazil), Rafael Aluiro (Brazil),
Jenifer Franczak (Brazil), Vinicius Pellin (Brazil), Beliaor Valente Silva (Brazil), Ingrid Bindi Moreira (Brazil),
Marco Aurelio Moreira (Brazil), Luiza Moreira Peterse (Brazil), Gustavo Grossi (Brazil).

Presentation of the collaboration project AIDA-ASTIN project (see attached file)
The meeting was dedicated to problems related to the insurance of automated vehicles.
Peggy Sharon has focused her attention on the different types of automation in relation to civil liability in the
event of a car accident. Particular attention was also given to the profiles of cybersecurity, highlighted as the
catastrophic nature of the risk of violations of devices due to the domino effect that this may produce makes
risk pooling difficult.

Giacomo Pongelli has dealt with the profiles of civil liability and in particular the identification of the possible
subjects to whom the obligation to pay damages can be charged. Also in the Giacomo Pongelli report
emerged aspects of cybersecurity and also ethical aspects related to the use of automated cars.

Washington Silva has focused its report on the aspects of insurance and liability in Brazil in the case of
automated vehicles, connecting to the previous ones.

This was followed by a debate mainly focused on insurance profiles of Autonomous Vehicles: what is
insurable? What kind of risk must be insured? where it is not, it is necessary to introduce mandatory
insurance?

The Chair Sara Landini concluded inviting all participants to the Joint meeting Distribution, General Principles,
Motor Insurance Wps in Marakesh in April 2019.

